REPORT ON LEGISLATION BY THE ANIMAL LAW COMMITTEE

H.R. 1584

Rep. Schiff

To amend the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 to prohibit the taking, importation, and exportation of Orcas and Orca products for public display, and for other purposes.

**Orca Responsibility and Care Advancement Act of 2017**

THIS LEGISLATION IS APPROVED

I. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION

H.R. 1584\(^1\) amends the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 ("MMPA")\(^2\) to prohibit take (wild capture), import, and export of orca whales for public display purposes. The bill also amends the Animal Welfare Act ("AWA") to prohibit any person from artificially inseminating or breeding orcas for public display purposes.

**Take/Import:** The bill would ban the take\(^3\) and import of orcas for public display. Under current federal law, the federal government may issue permits for the capture or import of orcas for the purposes of public display.\(^4\) The MMPA prohibits the “take” of any marine mammal in US waters and by US citizens on the high seas as well as the importation of marine mammals and marine mammal products into the US except by special permit issued by the National

---


\(^3\) The MMPA defines “take” as “the act of hunting, killing, capture, and/or harassment of any marine mammal; or, the attempt at such” and harassment as “any act of pursuit, torment or annoyance which has the potential to either: a. injure a marine mammal in the wild, or b. disturb a marine mammal by causing disruption of behavioral patterns, which includes, but is not limited to, migration, breathing, nursing, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.” 16 U.S.C. § 1362(13), (18)(A)(i)-(ii) (2018).

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for select purposes including public display. The bill eliminates the MMPA exception that enables aquariums to legally apply for permits for the wild capture and import of orcas for purposes of public display.

**Export:** The bill also bans the export of orcas. However, an orca may be exported if it is being transported to a marine mammal sanctuary.

**Breeding:** The care and maintenance of captive orcas is federally regulated pursuant to the Animal Welfare Act. H.R. 1584 would amend the Animal Welfare Act by adding a new Section 26A to prohibit any person from artificially inseminating or breeding orcas for public display.

II. WHY THIS LEGISLATION IS NEEDED

a. The Natural History of Orcas Makes Them Ill-Suited to Captivity

To fully understand why the new legislation is necessary and why existing legislation is inadequate to protect captive orcas, it is essential to have some understanding of this unique and charismatic animal, including its habits in the wild, the social structure of groups of wild orcas, and the significance of the orca’s considerable intelligence.

The orca or killer whale is a mammal, a cetacean, and a member of the dolphin family, Delphinidae, the same zoological family to which dolphins and porpoises belong. “The killer whale, *Orcinus orca*, is second only to humans as the most widely distributed mammal on earth. It ranges from the tropical seas through the temperate zones to the edge of the pack ice at both poles.” Much of the research about orcas comes from study of the orcas found in the eastern

---


7 Proposed addition (to follow 7 U.S.C. § 2156): “SEC. 26A. BREEDING OF ORCAS: It shall be unlawful for any person to artificially inseminate or breed a marine mammal of the species Orcinus orca for purposes of using the progeny of such species for public display.”

8 Because the name “orca” is the correct scientific name of the killer whale and also a well-recognized popular name and because of erroneous assumptions about the animal’s allegedly bloodthirsty nature conjured up by the other popular name, “killer whale,” the term orca will be used throughout this report, except when directly quoting sources using the alternate name, “killer whale.”


north Pacific, off the northwest coast of the United States and Canada, and which are broadly grouped into three main types: the residents, transients, and off-shores. Resident orcas are divided into two sub-groups, the southern residents and the northern residents. The southern residents live off Washington State and British Columbia in Canada but their range can extend south to Oregon and northern California, while the northern residents are found in northern British Columbia and southern Alaska. The transients can range from central California to southeast Alaska, a distance of over 1550 miles.

There are noteworthy differences in the behavior of resident and transient orcas. Transient orcas eat marine mammals while resident orcas eat salmon. “In over 40 years of study, no resident orca has ever been found to kill and consume marine mammal prey and no transient has ever been documented to take fish.” This type of dietary specialization is accompanied by consistent differences in vocalizations between transient and resident populations, as the mammalian prey of transient orcas have good underwater hearing that can detect orca vocalizations while the salmon that are the near-exclusive prey of the resident population cannot hear orca sounds over significant distances. The hunting preferences and vocal differentiation between different groups of orcas are thought to be transmitted through social learning, rather than genetics. In other words, these differences can be viewed as a form of culture.

The differences in hunting strategies are more than just a simple preference for eating fish as opposed to eating other marine mammals. Even within the mammal-eating populations of orcas, there appears to be “two different foraging traditions,” with some groups foraging in very shallow waters where seals haul out of the water, while other orcas forage primarily in open

---


12 Id.; see also, ROBIN W. BAIRD, KILLER WHALES OF THE WORLD--NATURAL HISTORY AND CONSERVATION 28 (2002).

13 BAIRD, supra note 12, at 28.

14 Riesch, supra note 11, at 6-7.

15 Id. at 7; BAIRD, supra note 12, at 61-62.

16 Reisch, supra note 11, at 8; BAIRD, supra note 12, at 61-62.

17 Reisch, supra note 11, at 8.

water.\textsuperscript{19} Perhaps the most dramatic example of learned behavior in orca populations is the beaching foraging behavior exhibited by orcas living off the coast of Patagonia and off the Crozet Peninsula in the Southern Indian Ocean.\textsuperscript{20} These orcas hunt by engaging in the very risky behavior of beaching themselves on the steep-sloping ocean-facing beaches in order to catch a high-value meal of elephant seals and southern sea lions right on the beach.\textsuperscript{21} The behavior is complex because the orcas must calculate the exact right moment to beach themselves, and it is dangerous because the orcas can get stuck on the beach.\textsuperscript{22} An individual orca may not be successful in this hunting strategy until he or she is five or six years old.\textsuperscript{23}

Orcas can even develop “fads”—behavioral traits that spread rapidly through a population but which seem to have no particular function.\textsuperscript{24} One summer, a member of the fish-eating population of orcas off of southern Washington State was seen carrying a dead salmon on its head.\textsuperscript{25} This behavior spread quickly through the population so that within a week or two, most of the orcas were carrying fish on the top of their heads.\textsuperscript{26} Then, just as quickly, the behavior disappeared.\textsuperscript{27}

\textbf{i. The Conditions of Captivity Disrupt Orca Family and Social Structure}

In the most well-studied group of orcas, the so-called “residents” of the coastal waters of the Pacific Northwest, female orcas remain with their mothers for their whole lives, even after giving birth to their own calves.\textsuperscript{28} In fact, their entire social structure is organized along lines of maternal relatedness.\textsuperscript{29} In a study lasting over 20 years, in which researchers could reliably identify individual orcas by their unique markings, the close association of mother and her offspring of all ages was observed throughout the females’ lives.\textsuperscript{30} Male orcas also stay with their mothers for their whole lives but it is assumed that they leave their matrilineal group to breed.\textsuperscript{31} In the wild, there is no abrupt interruption in the interactions between calves and their
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mothers as the calf matures.\textsuperscript{32} Among the well-studied resident orcas, “even though a juvenile decreases its dependence on its mother [as it gets older], they will never be completely separated for long periods.”\textsuperscript{33} Meanwhile, captive orcas are taken from their mothers at very young ages, typically two or three years of age—the famous SeaWorld orca, Tilikum, was estimated to be about two or three years old when he was captured off the coast of Iceland.\textsuperscript{34}

Orcas are extremely large animals: the average size of a free-ranging adult male orca is 19.7 to 26.3 feet long, while females average 16.4 to 23 feet long.\textsuperscript{35} Male orcas can weigh up to 13,300 pounds while females can weigh half that much, despite being only slightly shorter in length.\textsuperscript{36} Depending on the type of orca, their range may extend dozens or hundreds of miles and they can travel 30 to 100 miles a day and routinely dive to 300 feet.\textsuperscript{37} Captive orcas meanwhile spend the rest of their lives in small concrete pools that are one ten-thousandth or less the amount of space a free-ranging orca would have to swim.\textsuperscript{38}

\textbf{ii. The Conditions of Captivity Damage Orca Physical Health}

Orcas are among the largest animals ever kept in captivity.\textsuperscript{39} There are numerous health issues that captive orcas suffer from that are rare or unknown in free-living orcas. In captivity most adult male orcas have fully collapsed dorsal fins and many female orcas have partially collapsed dorsal fins.\textsuperscript{40} In the wild, dorsal fin collapse is extremely rare.\textsuperscript{41} Marine biologists
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attribute dorsal fin collapse in captivity to conditions such as repetitive circular swimming, dehydration, and the gravitational impact of living at the surface of the water.\textsuperscript{42} Captive orcas are also highly susceptible to mosquito-borne illnesses, which can be fatal.\textsuperscript{43} In wild orcas, mosquito-borne illness is not a cause of mortality because wild orcas are too mobile and spend too little time at the surface to be bitten by a mosquito.\textsuperscript{44}

Despite the claims of the marine mammal display industry that orcas in captivity have a better quality of life than wild orcas and have a similar life expectancy,\textsuperscript{45} the facts do not bear those claims out.\textsuperscript{46} The average life expectancy for wild orcas is 50 years for females and 30 years for males.\textsuperscript{47} Maximum longevity is estimated to be about 50-60 years for males and 100 years for females.\textsuperscript{48} By contrast, among captive orcas, only two females have lived past the age of 40 years and no captive male has lived past the age of 36 years, while only a handful of captive orcas have reached 30 years, and the vast majority die before their early twenties, many still in their early teens.\textsuperscript{49} “Various analytical approaches have demonstrated that the mortality rate for captive orcas is at two and a half times that of wild orcas, and age- and sex-specific
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annual mortality rates range from two to six times as high.” A recent study found that the percentage of orcas in captivity reaching age milestones including sexual maturity and menopause “is as much as an order of magnitude lower than in the wild.”

iii. The Conditions of Captivity Damage Orca Mental Health and Present a Risk to Human Safety

As a result of their social and physical deprivations in captivity, some orcas have displayed an array of serious behavioral problems. Perhaps the most famous case is that of Tilikum, the largest orca ever kept in captivity, who was involved in the deaths of three people and whose tragic tale was told in a best-selling book and a subsequent documentary film. His last victim was his trainer, Dawn Brancheau, whom he grabbed from the edge of his display pool and pulled underwater, keeping her submerged until she drowned, in front of an audience that was attending his show. The view of most scientists is that the combined stressful effects of their physical confinement in small shallow tanks or pools, the forced proximity of unrelated incompatible orcas confined together in those small pools and tanks, the separation of young orcas from their mothers, and the use of negative training practices by some institutions can result, and likely has resulted, in psychological harm to captive orcas like Tilikum. There are only one or two reports of an orca injuring a human being in the wild.

Even when a captive orca does not cause the death of a marine mammal display industry worker, many marine mammal workers have sustained injuries due to their work. Additionally, respiratory diseases including tuberculosis and bronchitis have been reported in numerous marine mammal workers.

53 Tilikum’s story was recounted in detail in the book Death at Seaworld by David Kirby and the documentary Blackfish. See Kirby, supra note 44 and BLACKFISH (Magnolia Pictures 2013).
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b. The Current Legal Protections for Captive Orcas Are Inadequate

Captive orcas are currently provided with some protections by sections of two different statutes, the oversight of which falls under several federal departments: the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972⁵⁹ and the Animal Welfare Act.⁶⁰ Oversight of the MMPA falls under the auspices of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in the Department of Commerce and under the Department of the Interior. The 1994 amendment to the MMPA transferred the primary authority for the care and maintenance of captive marine mammals to the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) in the Department of Agriculture.⁶¹ APHIS has the task of setting regulations for the management of captive marine mammals under the statutory authority of the Animal Welfare Act (AWA).⁶²

The MMPA has notable shortcomings that interfere with its ability to provide protection for captive marine mammals. Among those are the fact the public display industry is allowed to set the standards for itself, the lack of oversight of the display industry, and the lack of enforcement of even the industry-set standards.⁶³ Moreover, after the 1994 amendment to the MMPA, which transferred the care of captive marine mammals from the MMPA under the Departments of Commerce and the Interior, to the AWA under the Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service—the agency which is charged with ensuring that requirements of the MMPA are met before issuing permits for the taking of marine mammals—no longer has any role in monitoring the care of marine mammals after they are in captivity.⁶⁴

As Representative Adam Schiff states in his explanation for his sponsorship of the bill, “[u]pdated federal regulations for captive marine mammals are currently being considered by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) under the Animal Welfare Act. However, while revised standards may improve the welfare of smaller, more adaptable marine mammals, no amount of regulation can ensure that orcas thrive while in captivity and orcas are likely the

⁶² See generally Specifications for the Humane Handling, Care, Treatment, and Transportation of Marine Mammals 9 C.F.R. §§ 3.100-118 (2018); 7 U.S.C. § 2132(b) (2018); Dougherty, supra note 46, at 337-340. The other animals covered under the MMPA (walruses, sea otters, polar bears, and manatees) are protected and managed by the Department of the Interior.
⁶³ Wise, supra note 61, at 932-33; Dougherty, supra note 46, at 338-42.
⁶⁴ Langone, supra note 49, at 433-35.
least suited for captivity of any species." While SeaWorld announced on March 17, 2017, that it was voluntarily ending its captive breeding program, its voluntary decision does not prevent SeaWorld from resuming its breeding program should the company’s management decide to do so. We respectfully submit that legislation curtailing the breeding of captive orcas is necessary to prevent the future maintenance of captive orcas in the same type of physically and psychologically inadequate conditions as those experienced by orcas currently in captivity.

III. DISPLAY INDUSTRY ARGUMENTS ARE NOT SUPPORTED BY THE FACTS

Advocates for the display industry claim that the public display of orcas promotes conservation, research and public education regarding marine mammals. This contention is unsupported by the facts.

Whale procurement for public display purposes has a negative impact on wild orcas and orca conservation and has contributed to the decline of the wild orca population. Indeed, these practices have had a drastically harmful impact on the southern resident orcas. By 1971, the population of Southern Resident whales living off the coast of Washington and British Columbia had declined from approximately 200 to 67. In November 2005, the National Marine Fisheries

---

65 Representative Schiff explains his reasons for supporting the ORCA Act on his website. See Representative Adam Schiff, Orca Care and Responsibility Advancement Act Fact Sheet, https://schiff.house.gov/imo/media/doc/ORCA%20Act%20Fact%20Sheet%2011.4.pdf.


67 SeaWorld and Miami Seaquarium are the only two facilities in the U.S. that currently keep orcas for display purposes; Miami Seaquarium has only one orca and SeaWorld has roughly twenty. H.R. 1584 would not require them to relinquish the orcas that they currently own and the bill would not cause a substantial change in the current business practice. SeaWorld no longer imports orcas from the wild, it has ceased its orca breeding program, and it has no plans to export the orcas that it currently keeps. (SeaWorld, Last Generation, https://seaworldcares.com/en/Future/Last-Generation).


Service and the National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration enacted a final rule to list the Southern Resident Killer Whales as endangered. The rule specifically noted the extreme adverse impact of live capture for public display on population reduction. In addition, removal of animals from wild populations has a significantly negative impact on orcas left behind. Modeling of orca societies demonstrates that some individuals play a critical role in community cohesion, and removal of these individuals from the group has negative survival implications for the remaining animals.

Advocates for cetacean captivity contend that aquariums promote orca conservation through species enhancement programs, i.e., breeding endangered species in captivity to supplement wild populations in the future. However, rather than enhancing wild populations, facilities conducting captive breeding create a surplus of orcas that will most likely never be released into the wild. Wildlife veterinarians and biologists agree that for orcas to be reintroduced to the wild they must live in an environment closely resembling their natural habitat as well as learn survival skills and specialized group behaviors from their mothers. As noted above, since seizing these animals for captivity typically involves separating orcas mothers from their calves at a young age, captive orcas are typically unable to gain critical skills required for success in the wild. The lack of a natural physical and cultural environment for captive orcas means it is extremely difficult to rehabilitate and release captive orcas into the wild and thereby utilize species enhancement to promote conservation.

There is little evidence to support the notion that marine parks contribute to the public’s education regarding orcas and their habitats. Public visitors do not receive an accurate picture
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of orcas’ natural lives and habitats. Viewing orcas held in concrete tanks that bear little resemblance to their natural environment does not provide insight into wild orca biology or behavior. A study on the education and conservation efforts of marine mammal parks indicated that less than half of marine mammal parks displaying orcas provide any information on conservation or educational materials for children or teachers.  

In addition, the scientific research conducted at public display facilities has minimal significance in terms of advancing scientists’ understanding of wild orcas. Most scientific research from captive orca facilities addresses captive breeding practices such as artificial insemination, which has no conservation benefit since such technology is used only in captivity.

IV. STATE, LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL LAWS PROTECTING CAPTIVE ORCAS

Rather than wait for federal legislation to pass, a number of states and counties in the United States have passed their own legislation banning or restricting orca captivity/display:

a. American Jurisdictions

California: In September 2016, California passed the landmark Orca Welfare and Safety Act, which bans holding orcas in captivity for performance or entertainment purposes in the state of California as well as the import and export of orcas and their genetic materials into/out of California. Under this new law, the eleven whales currently held at SeaWorld San Diego may still be held at the park, but they may only be used for educational presentations. Orcas may be exported out of California for the sole purpose of transport to a North American marine mammal sanctuary.
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Maui County, Hawaii: In 2002, Maui County, Hawaii banned the display of captive cetaceans including whales and dolphins after a developer proposed to construct a dolphinarium at a Maui shopping center.88

South Carolina: A law passed in 1992 originally prohibited “the display of dolphins and porpoises” in the state.89 In 2000, the law was broadened to include all sea mammals,90 In 2011, the law was limited to prohibit only the display of cetaceans (whales, dolphins, and porpoises) but not other sea mammals in state.91

In addition, several states, including Florida, New York, Hawaii and Washington State have introduced legislation that did not pass (but is likely to be reintroduced).92

b. Foreign Jurisdictions

A growing list of countries has begun phasing out and banning cetacean captivity.93


90 Id.

91 Id.

92 In previous years, bills to ban the breeding, import, and export of orcas for the purposes of entertainment have been introduced in the following states, but have not passed:

Florida: In January 2018, Representative Jared Moskowitz introduced the Florida Orca Protection Act (HB 1305), which would make it illegal to hold orcas in captivity for any purpose (grandfathering orcas already in captivity in Florida), breed captive orcas, and transport captive orcas into Florida or out of North America (unless provided by federal law or to transport to sanctuary).92 Unfortunately the bill died in a legislative committee in March 2018. The law will likely be reintroduced during the next Florida legislative session. For a full text of the bill, see: http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2018/1305/BillText/Filed/PDF

New York: In February 2014, during the 2013-2014 legislative session, New York state Senator Greg Ball introduced S6613A bill to ban orca captivity, which banned “the possession and harboring of killer whales in aquariums and sea parks” in the state. 2013 New York Senate Bill No. 6613, New York Two Hundred Thirty-Seventh Legislative Session. This bill did not pass. For a full text of the bill, see: https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2013/s6613/amendment/a

Hawaii: House Concurrent Resolution 208 was introduced in Hawaii in 2017 to urge Hawaii facilities that hold captive cetaceans for entertainment purposes to discontinue breeding and phase out captivity. The resolution, however, would not be binding law. 2017 Hawaii House Concurrent Resolution No. 208-17, Hawaii Twenty-Ninth Legislature-Regular Session of 2017. For a full text of the bill, see https://www.legiscan.com/HI/text/HCR208/2017

Washington: Orca captivity bills introduced in the 2015-2016 and 2017-2018 legislative sessions did not pass. Senate Bill 566 banning orca captivity and breeding (as well as export of import of orcas) failed to pass in the 2015-2016 legislative session. Senate Bill 6099, which bans orca breeding (as well as export or import of orcas) did not pass before the end of the 2018 Washington legislative session. For a full text of the 2018 bill, see: https://legiscan.com/WA/text/SB6099/id/1674856
Argentina: Argentina bans the live capture of cetaceans in its waters.\(^{94}\)

Australia: Australia prohibits the live capture of cetaceans in its waters for commercial and display purposes.\(^{95}\) Australia also bans the import of live cetaceans for any purpose.\(^{96}\)

Bolivia: Bolivia has enacted a moratorium on all animals in circuses and other public performance venues (which includes marine mammal performances in public display facilities).\(^{97}\)

Brazil: Brazil bans the live capture of cetaceans in its waters.\(^{98}\)

Chile: Chile has outlawed the capture of cetaceans within its waters including holding and marketing of cetaceans.\(^{99}\)

Costa Rica: Costa Rica has banned the hunting and capture as well as captive holding of all cetaceans.\(^{100}\)

---

\(^{93}\) Though not included here, note that, in addition to legislation at the national level, there are a growing number of foreign city/state/regional jurisdictions that ban orca captivity.


Croatia: Croatia prohibits the keeping of cetaceans in captivity for all commercial purposes.101

Cyprus: Cyprus has banned the use of cetaceans for commercial and entertainment purposes.102

Greece: Greece has banned the use of animals including cetaceans for all entertainment and performance purposes.103

India: India has banned cetacean captivity including cetacean importation, capture, and exhibition for private and public exhibition.104 The legislative ban explicitly refers to cetaceans as “non-human” persons.105

Mexico: Mexico has enacted a moratorium on the live capture of cetaceans in Mexican waters for commercial purposes.106 In addition, Mexico prohibits the import and export of marine mammals for commercial purposes.107

---


102 Government of Croatia, Ministry of Culture, Ordinance on the Conditions for Holding, Methods of Marking and Keeping Records on Protected Animals in Captivity (2009), http://www.prijatelji-zivotinja.hr/data/file_7124.pdf. The Ordinance states: “Holding in captivity live specimens of the animal species listed in Annex II (cetaceans) to this Ordinance shall not be permitted.”


105 Id.
New Zealand: New Zealand requires ministerial approval for taking, holding, importing or exporting cetaceans.¹⁰⁸

Philippines: The Philippines has banned the live capture of cetaceans in their waters as well as export of cetaceans.¹⁰⁹

Slovenia: Slovenia prohibits the use of cetaceans for commercial purposes including public display and therapeutic programs.¹¹⁰

Switzerland: Switzerland has outlawed the importation of cetaceans.¹¹¹

¹⁰⁶ Mexican General Wildlife Law (Article 60) states: “No specimen of any marine mammal, no matter what species, could be subject of extractive taking for commercial or subsistence purposes, with the exception of the capture intended for both scientific research and the superior education of credited institutions.” Mexico General Wildlife Law (Ley General de Vida Silvestre), Article 60 Bis. (2002), https://www.global-regulation.com/translation/mexico/560295/general-wildlife-law.html.

¹⁰⁷ On January 26, 2006, the government published a decree adding Article 55 to its Wildlife Act, which bans the import and export of marine mammals with an exception for scientific research. The law states: “The import, export and re-export of specimens of any species of marine mammal or primate, as well as its parts and derivatives, is prohibited with the exception of those destined for scientific research, with previous authorization from the Secretary.” Mexico General Wildlife Law (Ley General de Vida Silvestre), Article 55 (2006), https://www.global-regulation.com/translation/mexico/560295/general-wildlife-law.html.


¹¹¹ Press Release, Swiss Parliament, Swiss Commission Bans Import of Dolphins and Whales (May 10, 2012), http://www.parlament.ch/d/mm/2012/Seiten/mm-wbk-n-2012-05-10.aspx. The press release noted, “La majorité de la commission reste convaincue que les dolphinariums et les zoos ne sont pas adaptés aux besoins des dauphins et des baleines, qui ont besoin de grands espaces et d’un cadre de vie adapté à leur espèce.” [“The majority of the commission remains convinced that dolphinariums and zoos are not adapted to the needs of dolphins and whales, who need large spaces and a living environment adapted to their species.”]
United Kingdom: The UK has strict legislative standards for the keeping of cetaceans in captivity that currently exceed the viability of establishing dolphinariums.\textsuperscript{112}

V. CONCLUSION

In sum, the intelligence, size, and complex social structure of orcas makes them ill-suited to captivity. The conditions of captivity demonstrably damage the health and shorten the lifespan of orcas, as well as presenting a danger to the safety and health of the human workers in the display industry. The current legislation is insufficient to protect captive orcas and permits display industry captive breeding programs to maintain a supply of captive orcas despite nearly worldwide bans on present-day capture of wild orcas. Display industry arguments about the supposed benefits of the public display of captive orcas are unsupported by the facts.

Accordingly, for all of the above reasons, the New York City Bar Association supports the bill.
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